Queenston Manor
Apartment Homes

SUSTAINABILITY STARS

Project Overview
Sustainability Stars Awarded:
Inspiration Star, Integration Star,
Investigation Star, & Investment Star
Project Type: LID
Local Permmitting Entity: Harris County
Project Cost (LID Features): $799,500
Site Size: 7.4 Acres
Project Owner: Academy Development
Project Engineers: EHRA Engineering

Special Terms Defined:

Sustainability Features: Use of multiple
LID techniques yield reduction in the

LID: Low-Impact Development is a term

overall detention storage requirement
and valuable acreage to be regained
for
development
using
beautified
swales
throught
the
community.

used to describe a land planning and
engineering design approach to manage
stormwater runoff within green infrastructure.
LID
mimics
natural
pre-development
drainage flows by slowing stormwater runoff.

Benefits & Added Value
The Queenston Manor LID solution is
designed to look just like any other apartment
project. The areas between apartment
buildings would have been grass-filled open
space even without LID. All residents likely
see is an attractive lawn. That was exactly the
goal behind the placement of the stormwater
raingardens and the plant and grass choices
withn them. The same goes for the cisterns
beneath the property’s parking spaces.
Queenston Manor is an example of ordinary
looks but exceptional stormwater engineering.
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Star Review
		INVESTIGATION STAR

		INTEGRATION STAR

EHRA’s
Engineers,
Planners,
and
Hydrologists developed a LID solution
to literally save the project after
industry detention standards wouldn’t
do. By analyzing the storage capacities
and release rates of the LID features,
it was determined that raingardens
positioned between apartment buildings,
pervious pavement parking areas,
and a final end-of-system raingarden
to further slow stormwater runoff
would adequately serve the site. The
LID solution allowed for 2 additional
buildings (48 more apartment units) and
associated parking to be put on site.

TheLIDelementsincluded4raingardens,
11 permeable paver parking areas with
underground cisterns, and 3 outfall
locations, all connected with
maximum 6” diameter PVC pipes.

		INVESTMENT STAR
EHRA’s LID solution was modeled using
EPA-SWMM software and included
a system of 54 drainage nodes
and links, and 3 outfalls into
the
adjacent
HCFCD
channel.
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		INSPIRATION STAR
EHRA Engineering participated in the
Houston-GalvestonAreaCouncil(H-GAC)
“Designing for Impact” program
consisting of a lecture, site
tours, and a printed guide to LID
techniques and projects in the
Greater Houston area. H-GAC
recognized that Queenston Manor’s
LID solution included innovative
adaptations of established LID
practices tailored to Houston’s
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